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Abstract—The task of situation recognition aims to solve the visual reasoning problem with the ability to predict the activity happening (salient action) in an image and the nouns of all associated semantic roles playing in the activity. This poses severe challenges due to long-tailed data distributions and local class ambiguities. Prior works only propagate the local noun-level features on one single image without utilizing global information. We propose a Knowledge-aware Global Reasoning (KGR) framework to endow neural networks with the capability of adaptive global reasoning over nouns by exploiting diverse statistical knowledge. Our KGR is a local-global architecture, which consists of a local encoder to generate noun features using local relations and a global encoder to enhance the noun features via global reasoning supervised by an external global knowledge pool. The global knowledge pool is created by counting the pairwise relationships of nouns in the dataset. In this paper, we design an action-guided pairwise knowledge as the global knowledge pool based on the characteristic of the situation recognition task. Extensive experiments have shown that our KGR not only achieves state-of-the-art results on a large-scale situation recognition benchmark, but also effectively solves the long-tailed problem of noun classification by our global knowledge.

Index Terms—Graph Reasoning, Knowledge-guided Learning, Situation Recognition, Long-tailed Problem.

1 INTRODUCTION

Situation recognition [2] has attracted more and more attention, as it provides a deeper understanding of the image and thus facilitates various vision tasks ranging from fundamental classification [3], [4] to high-level reasoning tasks [5]. The situation recognition task aims to address what is happening in an image, who is playing a part in the situation, and what the relevant nouns are. In many real-world applications, we need more global knowledge to understand the scene. For instance, pesticides can be used to kill insects in crops as shown in Fig. 1 (a, left).

When humans recognize a specific situation [6], each noun is not identified individually. Prior knowledge helps to make a correct identification by considering global semantic coherence. For example, humans can recognize the obscured object in Fig. 1 (c) as a “salt” based on two knowledge concepts: 1) the “salt” often appears with “bowl” in the “kitchen” (pairwise relationship knowledge); 2) the obscured object is similar to “salt” as we saw before in the “Cooking” situation (action-guided relationship knowledge).

Obviously, situation recognition can benefit from such structured knowledge. However, the dominant state-of-the-art situation recognition methods [7], [8], [9] either predict each noun by relying on end-to-end category-based supervision, or build local correlations of nouns implicitly within a constrained image [1], [10]. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), these works learn local relationships in an implicit and uncontrollable way, and so their performance boost is limited. In other words, these methods will still fail to reason through a bad feature representation when heavy

![Fig. 1: (a) The example for situation recognition task, which aims to predict the salient action (e.g., spraying) and associated nouns (e.g., crop and farm) at the same time. (b) The previous methods [1] model local correlation of nouns in a single image without any global supervision. (c) Humans can still recognize the tiny object “salt” and location “kitchen” in the “Pouring” scene. This is because (1) this object looks similar to the “salt” as we saw before in the “Cooking” situation; (2) the “salt” often appears in the “kitchen” in the “Cooking” situation. Thus, it inspires our design of Global Knowledge Pool. Such rich human experience can be represented in a knowledge graph and guide our recognition pipeline. Our proposed global reasoning is supervised by the global knowledge pool which is constructed by noun-wise correlation statistic on the dataset.](image-url)
occlusions and class ambiguities exist in the image, which is very common in situation recognition. On the contrary, our work aims to develop a global reasoning framework, which can not only explicitly and adaptively learn multiple kinds of noun correlations from global knowledge pool, but also propagate noun-level information globally from all the categories to refine situation recognition.

In this paper, we study the application of global knowledge to the situation recognition task for the first time. As shown in Fig. 3 (a), we propose a novel Knowledge-aware Global Reasoning (KGR) framework consisting of a local encoder and a global encoder. We utilize the local encoder from GCNN [1] to generate noun features. The noun features and the noun relations are represented as nodes and edges respectively for the graph reasoning. Then, a global encoder is exploited to enhance the noun features via global reasoning. Our global encoder is composed of 1) an edge learning module which is an implicit knowledge graph to predict edges in noun features; 2) a node evolution module to enhance noun features via graph reasoning.

To get rid of the graph knowledge pool during test and enable our KGR to deal with ambiguous nouns, we design a differentiable edge learning module (ELM) to distill and fuse the hard graph representation into diffused knowledge. As shown in Fig. 2, if a noun gets softmax score of “sand 0.55” and “salt 0.45”, our ELM can learn to relate this ambiguous noun feature to other noun features (e.g., bowl, kitchen) in the image. Then, it can correct the noun feature from the wrong “sand” to the accurate “salt” by using related relationships queried from the global knowledge pool. Hence, our ELM can refine ambiguous noun features by producing more accurate edges. The hard graph knowledge cannot produce edges for refinement because the edges of ambiguous nouns can be absent, e.g., “sand” cannot be connected with “bowl”! So, we use our ELM to generate the soft edges by using external graph knowledge as an additional source of supervision during the training. To achieve end-to-end learning, we design an objective function for ELM to learn global correlations of nouns. Inspired by the human experience as shown in Fig. 1 (c), we fully consider the characteristics of our task and propose action-guided pairwise knowledge as shown in Fig. 3 (b) to be our global knowledge pool. This can not only show the concurrent relationships among nouns but also capture the essential connections between nouns and actions.

Contributions. (1) We propose a novel Knowledge-aware Global Reasoning (KGR) framework to improve the noun representation by jointly reasoning the local-global correlations between nouns. (2) We present an edge learning module (ELM) to distill the global knowledge pool to deal with ambiguous nouns by generating soft edges. (3) We customize a global knowledge pool named action-guided pairwise knowledge to supervise the ELM. (4) Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed KGR achieves state-of-the-art performance in TABLE 1. In addition, we observe that our method can address the long-tailed problem to significantly improve the performance of low-frequency categories as shown in TABLE 5 and Fig. 6. The analysis of model complexity are in TABLE 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Situation Recognition. Visual reasoning tasks have attracted more and more attention in the vision community by targeting visual question answering [11], [12], visual grounding [13] and situation recognition [2]. Recently, attention was drawn to the situation recognition task under a more general and practical setting, where the roles can be any objects, subjects, and locations in the scene. Situation recognition involves classifying the salient action in one image and inferring the associated semantic nouns, which generalizes action recognition to other relevant roles playing in the activity. Yatskar et al. [2] constructed the imSitu dataset benchmark for situation recognition and provided a baseline method that employs a conditional random field to jointly predict the actions and semantic roles. Mallya et al. [14] improved the accuracy by using a specialized verb predictor and a Recurrent Neural Net (RNN) for noun prediction. Li et al. [1] use Gated Graph Neural Nets to implicitly capture joint dependencies between roles. Inspired by query-based visual reasoning from visual question answering, Cooray et al. [10] proposed a context-aware query network for inter-dependent semantic role prediction. The aforementioned methods overlook the statistical relationship of co-occurrences and action functionality between nouns and actions. Inspired by the human experience, we propose to use a global knowledge pool that exploits statistical relationships to explicitly enable our KGR to deal with ambiguous nouns.

Graph Networks. Many works put effort into incorporating graph knowledge to aid numerous vision tasks [15], [16], [17]. For instance, Marino et al. [15] built a knowledge graph based on WordNet [18] and the Visual Genome [19] dataset and learned the representation of this graph to enhance the feature representations for multi-label classification. Deng et al. [17] proposed semantic relationships including mutual exclusion, overlap, and subsumption as constraints in the loss function to train image classifiers. Graph networks are also widely used in visual reasoning. Yu et al. [20] proposed a heterogeneous graph learning method to seamlessly integrate the intra-graph and inter-graph reasoning in order to bridge multi-modal domains for visual commonsense reasoning. Li et al. [21] proposed to generate scene graphs via a subgraph-based model using bottom-up relationship inference of objects in images. In this work, we design an action-guided pairwise knowledge to represent the human experience for the task of situation recognition. This knowledge can build the relations between nouns and construct implicit connections between nouns.
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In this section, we describe the architecture of our proposed Knowledge-aware Global Reasoning (KGR) framework. Our KGR framework consists of a local encoder to generate noun features by using local reasoning, and a global encoder that contains an edge learning module (ELM) and a node evolution module (NEM) to achieve global reasoning. Our ELM aims to generate informative edges for refining ambiguous noun features via global reasoning, which is composed of an edge learning module (ELM) and a node evolution module. The ELM is optimized by an objective function to calculate the loss of the noun relations between the global knowledge pool and the generated soft edges from the ELM. To construct the global knowledge pool from the dataset, we design an action-guided pairwise knowledge, which can link every two nouns based on their common actions.

For instance, the nouns called “player”, “man” and “baseball” can be connected together in our action-guided pairwise knowledge thanks to their common verb named “throwing”.

### 3 Knowledge-aware Global Reasoning

In this section, we describe the architecture of our proposed Knowledge-aware Global Reasoning (KGR) framework. Our KGR framework consists of a local encoder to generate noun features by using local reasoning, and a global encoder that contains an edge learning module (ELM) and a node evolution module (NEM) to achieve global reasoning. Our ELM aims to generate informative edges for refining ambiguous noun features. Given the generated edges, the NEM achieves global reasoning via a graph convolutional operation to propagate the global correlation to features of each node. After the global reasoning, we obtain the enhanced noun features, which are concatenated with original noun features to feed into the predictor for the final role-noun prediction. As for the global knowledge pool, we analyze the basic pairwise knowledge and design action-guided pairwise knowledge as the global knowledge pool for our task.

**Task Definition.** Given an image $I$, the task of situation recognition aims to generate a structured description $S = (v, f_{(v,1)})$, which consists of a verb $v \in V$ and its corresponding realized frame $f_{(v,1)} \in F$. A realized frame $f_{(v,1)}$ contains a set of roles with their associated nouns: $f_{(v,1)} = \{(R_e, n) : R_e \in F, n \in N \cup \{\emptyset\}\}$ to describe the action $v$ in image $I$. Each role is paired with a noun $n \in N \cup \{\emptyset\}$, where $n = \emptyset$ represents that the noun of the role $R_e$ does not exist in the situation.

#### 3.1 Overview of Framework

Our KGR framework is a local-global architecture composed of a local and global encoder. We use a similar local encoder as GGNN [1] to generate noun features. In this paper, we mainly introduce our global encoder that contains an edge learning module (ELM) and a node evolution module (NEM). In Fig. 3 (a), our framework first generates original noun features from the local encoder. Then, ELM is used to predict edge connections between each pair of noun features. This is supervised by a mapping of the ground truth from an external sub-graph $K$ queried from a global knowledge pool.

We define $K = <N, E>$ as a class-to-class graph with $N$ class nodes ($N=6$) and prior edge weights $e_{ij} \in E$. $K$ can be formed from different types of pairwise knowledge. Based on the predicted edges, ELM executes global reasoning on the original noun features to produce enhanced noun features.

### 3.2 Global Knowledge Pool Construction

As mentioned above, we distill the global knowledge pool by our ELM. In this section, we present the construction of our global knowledge pool. First of all, we follow the same statistical rules in [1] to count the correlation of the most frequent 2,000 noun categories in the full inSitu dataset [2], including train, validation and test data. We only use the global knowledge pool as supervision to train our ELM in the training process. In the test and validation, we don’t use the global knowledge pool. We assume the model can’t access the knowledge pool in the test and validation for fair comparison. Because other methods also don’t access the statistical information in the test and validation. In our KGR, the only way to obtain the edges of noun categories in test and validation is to use the ELM’s weights to predict.

To construct the global knowledge pool, we represent noun-to-noun pairwise relationships as a knowledge graph, which can be referred to as pairwise knowledge.
the pairwise knowledge graph, we count the number of co-occurrences between noun categories and set them as the edge values in our graph, which is shown in Fig. 3 (b, top). However, such pairwise knowledge only builds the co-occurrence relationships between nouns and ignores the relationships between nouns and actions. In the task of situation recognition, we consider actions an important factor in noun prediction. We propose an action-guided pairwise knowledge for our global knowledge pool, which also takes the correlations between nouns and actions into account.

**Pairwise Knowledge.** We denote the pairwise knowledge as $K^R \in \mathbb{R}^{2000 \times 2000}$, which has 2,000 pair relationships between nouns including place relationships (e.g., outside, outdoor), character relationships (e.g., husband, wife) and other co-occurrence relationships. As shown in Fig. 3 (b, top) we obtain $K^R$ by calculating frequency statistics from the occurrence among all noun class pairs. Specifically, we first create a $C \times C$ squared matrix $M$ with counts from the pairwise nouns, where $C$ is the number of nouns ($C=2000$). Then, a column-row normalization [22] is performed to get $K^R$:

\[
K^R_{ij} = \frac{M_{ij}}{\sqrt{D_{ii}D_{jj}}}, \quad D_{ii} = \sum_{j=1}^{C} M_{ij},
\]

where $M_{ij}$ is the correlation count between the $i$-th noun class and the $j$-th noun class and $D$ is the degree matrix, following from [22].

Although the pairwise knowledge can represent the global noun-to-noun correlations, it fails to capture the relationships between nouns and actions. We argue that incorporating relationships between nouns and actions can improve the performance on situation recognition. To achieve this goal, we design an action-guided pairwise knowledge.

**Action-guided Pairwise Knowledge.** We design the action-guided pairwise knowledge to have the same form as the original pairwise knowledge. The action-guided pairwise knowledge is defined as $K^A \in \mathbb{R}^{2000 \times 2000}$. In Fig. 3 (b, bottom), there are two steps to construct $K^A$. In the first step, we get frequency statistics for $L$ types of actions and $C$ noun categories, through counting. Then, a $C \times L$ frequency distribution table for each noun-action pair can be obtained, which has frequencies of all noun-action pairs. In the second step, the edge weights are defined by the pairwise Jensen–Shannon (JS) divergence between probability distributions $P_{ci}$ and $P_{cj}$ of noun classes $c_i$ and $c_j$:

\[
e^A_{ci,cj} = 1 - JS(P_{ci}||P_{cj}),
\]

where $e^A_{ci,cj}$ indicates the edge weight between two classes in the action-guided pairwise knowledge. The JS divergence is used to measure the similarity instead of Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, since we expect a symmetric undirected graph. The obtained action-guided pairwise knowledge is used as supervision for our KGR to learn the capability of global noun-to-noun reasoning for enhancing noun features. In this work, $C = 2000$ and $L = |V| = 504$ are the numbers of noun categories and action categories, respectively.

In this section, we introduce how to predict graph edges guided from sub-graph that is queried from action-guided pairwise knowledge pool. It contains an edge learning module and a node evolution module.

**Edge Learning Module (ELM).** Since we do not have access to the ground-truth nouns for querying the knowledge graph during inference time, we propose ELM to predict edges by distilling knowledge into the network during the training phase. We denote the original noun features as $f = \{f_i\}_{i=1,N} \in \mathbb{R}^D$, which are extracted from the backbone network. Here, $N$ is the number of role nodes (each role should be full with a noun value) and $D$ is the dimension of features. We define $e_{ij} \in \tilde{E}$ as the predicted edge for each pair of noun features. Given an external knowledge graph, distinct edge connections $\tilde{E}$ can be accordingly extracted as sub-graphs to characterize the specific context information for each noun in the context of specific knowledge. Formally, the ELM learns an implicit knowledge graph supervised by the knowledge graph pool $K$ to generate edges $\tilde{e}_{ij}$ between nouns through a stacked Multi-layer Perceptron:

\[
\tilde{e}_{ij} = MLP_K(\alpha(f_i,f_j)),
\]

where $\tilde{e}_{ij}$ is the predicted edge and $\alpha(\cdot)$ is chosen to be the pairwise absolute difference between features of each noun pair $(f_i, f_j)$. Given different prior graphs $K$, $MLP_K$ would be parameterized with $W_K$ to generate different noun-to-noun edges for different images, leading to a personalized knowledge reasoning. The pseudo-code is in Algorithm 1.

Since we cannot use the ground-truth adjacency matrix (i.e., graph edges) during test, we design an objective function to assist the edge learning during the training. We learn $MLP_K$ by directly enforcing the predicted $\tilde{e}_{ij}$ to be consistent with the edge weight $e_{ij}$ of a prior graph $K$. During training and since we know the ground-truth categories.

---

**Algorithm 1** PyTorch-style pseudocode for KGR.

```python
# role number=6; noun number=3 (per role)
# img,verb labels: [batch,6,3]
# action: [batch]
# load external knowledge, total 2000 noun classes
statistic_matrix = load.adj() # [2000,2000]
for (img,verb,labels) in loader:
    # extract sub-graph GE:[batch,6,3,6]
    adj_gt = extract(statistic_matrix, labels)
    # noun feature f:[batch,6,feat_dimension]
    f = net.local_encoder(img, verb)
    # Edge Learning Module (ELM)
    f1 = f.unsqueeze(2)
    f2 = transpose(f1,1,2)
    adj_pred = net.MLPK(transpose(abs(f1-f2),1,3))
    adj_p = adj_pred.repeat(1,3,3)
    Loss1 = MSE(adj_p,adj_gt)
    # Node Evolution Module (NEM)
    f_e = [batch,6,hidden_dimension]
    f_e = net.we(bmm(softmax(adj_pred), f))
    # logits:[batch,6,2000]
    logits = net.classifier(cat[f,f_e])
    # Total Loss
    loss = CrossEntropyLoss(logits,labels) + Loss1
    # SGD update
    loss.backward()
    update(net.params)
```

hmm: batch matrix multiplication.
of each noun, we can extract a sub-graph from the whole pool as our supervision. The edge \( \hat{e}_{ij} \) of two noun nodes is learned to regress the edge weights \( e_{ij} \) of the ground truth categories of noun nodes in \( K \). The MLP\(_K\) learns to distill the noun-wise knowledge correlations during training and serves as an implicit knowledge graph to produce edges for nouns during the testing phase. The training loss of learned edge weights \( \{\hat{e}_{ij}\} \) for all \( N \) noun values are defined as:

\[
L(f, \hat{e}_{ij} | K, \hat{e}_{ij}) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{1}{2} (e_{ij} - \hat{e}_{ij})^2, \tag{4}
\]

where \( L(f, \hat{e}_{ij} | K, \hat{e}_{ij}) \) is the objective function with supervision from the external knowledge \( K \).

**Node Evolution Module (NEM).** Given the predicted edges from the edge learning module, our node evolution module performs global feature update via a graph convolutional operation. Inspired by [22], we first map the initial noun features \( f^{N \times D} \) into an embedding space via a mapping layer (i.e., MLP\(_e\)). Then, a row normalization over learned edges \( \hat{e}^{N \times N} = \{\hat{e}_{ij}\} \) is performed. The NEM propagates the learned relational knowledge of connected nouns to enhance noun features through a generated adjacency matrix with weighted edges, which is implemented as follows:

\[
f_e = \hat{\mathbf{E}}f_W, \tag{5}
\]

where \( f^{N \times D} \) denotes the original noun features, \( W_e \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times E} \) is a transformation weight matrix and \( f_e \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times E} \) denotes the enhanced noun features. Those rare noun classes with few samples that contain occlusions and class ambiguities can benefit from the global knowledge across diverse scenes. Finally, we concatenate the enhanced features \( f_e \) with the original features \( f \) together to predict the nouns for each role via a classifier.

We present the objective function \( L \) of our KGR framework. We denote the cross-entropy loss for action and noun prediction for every annotation as \( L_{CE} \). The objective function of global knowledge supervision is shown in Eq. 4. The joint objective function is \( L = L_{CE} + L(f, W_K, K) \).

**4 Experiments**

**4.1 Dataset and Evaluation**

We evaluate the proposed KGR and existing state-of-the-art competitors on the imSitu dataset [2]. We follow the experiment setup from [10]. The imSitu contains 75,702 training images, 25,200 validation images, and 25,200 test images. Each image corresponds to a verb and up to 6 role-noun tuples, where each role contains 3 candidate nouns. There is a total of 504 verbs, 190 roles, and 2,000 nouns except the \( \varnothing \) for the dataset (top 2000 nouns from the whole imSitu dataset). It is a challenging and the most widely used benchmark for situation recognition. The evaluation criteria are consistent with [2] and consist of three metrics: 1) \( \text{verb} \): the performance of action prediction model; 2) \( \text{value} \): the role-noun tuples prediction performance that is considered to be correct if it matches any of the three ground truth annotations; 3) \( \text{value-all} \): the prediction is correct when all verb-role-value pairs match at least one ground truth annotation.

**4.2 Implementation Details**

We implement our model and re- implement several state-of-the-art methods [1], [10] using PyTorch [23] framework under the same experimental setting. We re-implement the methods from [1], [10] using the official code or pre-trained models and strictly follow the setting mentioned in the original papers. We adopt a pre-trained ResNet-50 [3] without the last fully-connected and softmax layers for extracting image features and build our local encoder based on the GGNN [1]. The whole model is trained with Adamax optimizer [24] with mini batches of 64 samples. The initial learning rate is 0.0005 for ResNet-50 and 0.001 for other modules. The learning rate of each parameter group decays at a rate of 0.9 at every epoch.

**4.3 Results and Comparisons**

We report the results on the imSitu dataset [2] in TABLE 1. Our KGR outperforms all other methods on both sets. The \( \text{predicted verb} \) means that we use the predicted verb to assist the role-noun prediction. The \( \text{ground truth verb} \) denotes that the ground truth verb is used to help the role-noun prediction.

### Table 1: Quantitative comparison in three metrics on the development and test sets against the state-of-the-art dataset.

Each model was run on the test set only once. † denotes the results of our implementation using official code strictly following the settings from the papers. We highlight the best results in bold. Note that the results of different methods on \( \text{verb} \) are the same since the same verb predictor are used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>top-1 predicted verb</th>
<th>top-5 predicted verbs</th>
<th>ground truth verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>verb</td>
<td>value</td>
<td>value-all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev</td>
<td>TDA† [10]</td>
<td>37.12</td>
<td>26.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAQ† [10]</td>
<td>37.12</td>
<td>26.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GGNN† [1]</td>
<td>37.12</td>
<td>28.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KGR</td>
<td>37.12</td>
<td>29.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test</td>
<td>TDA† [10]</td>
<td>37.51</td>
<td>26.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAQ† [10]</td>
<td>37.51</td>
<td>26.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GGNN† [1]</td>
<td>37.51</td>
<td>28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KGR</td>
<td>37.51</td>
<td>29.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
prediction. To fairly compare the performance on the task of role-noun prediction, we use the same verb predictor (e.g., ResNet-50 [3]) for all methods to obtain consistent verb prediction results. Our KGR achieves an overall mean accuracy for each sample of 42.51% compared to 41.11% by GGNN [1] on the development set and 42.48% compared to 41.07% on the test set. Our method consistently outperforms existing methods on all three metrics on both the development and test sets thanks to the ability to reason about the local-global correlations between nouns. Moreover, our model achieves significantly higher performance on both top-1 and top-5 accuracy metrics compared with other state-of-the-art methods such as TDA [10], CAQ [10] and GGNN [1]. Compared with GGNN, the performance gains of our method benefit from our knowledge-aware global reasoning guided by rich external knowledge supervision.

Visualization of the learned noun features. To better understand the underlying feature representations that our KGR framework actually learns, we record 1,000 outputs from the node evolution module and the corresponding real labels. Then, we take the average according to the labels and use the t-SNE [25] method to visualize them in Fig. 4 (b). Similarly, we cluster the noun features from our baseline model [1] and visualize the results in Fig. 4 (a). If the features of some classes are close to each other, the edges between those close classes are more likely to be activated. We also show a sub-graph of our global knowledge pool in Fig. 4 (c) to demonstrate that our KGR can successfully learn the knowledge from the global knowledge pool. Here, we pick examples with two different types of semantic relationship to compare the semantic distance of learned noun feature between baseline and our method. In Fig. 4 (b), the “football” noun and the “football player” noun are close to each other due to the high co-occurrence frequency. And the “playing” action can successfully bridge the relation between the “football player” and the “football field”. In another semantic relationship, the “dentition” and “tooth-brush” are closely connected due to the “brushing” action as the bridge. However, the noun features from the baseline (i.e., Fig. 4 (a)) cannot establish such a global structured connection due to the lack of supervision from the global knowledge pool.

4.4 Ablation Studies

We conduct ablation studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of our KGR framework and the action-guided pairwise knowledge. In TABLE 2, our KGR achieves the best performance and exceeds the baseline model (GGNN) by 2.92% (73.52 vs 70.60) on the development set and 2.91% (73.12 vs 70.21) on the test set in the value metric. Without using external knowledge (w/o $\mathcal{L}(f, W_{K}, K)$), the performance of KGR drops by 0.36% in the the value metric on the development set, which suggests the effectiveness of the action-guided pairwise knowledge for improving the KGR capability. Using the ELM instead of a dot product operation to generate graph edges reaches higher accuracy (72.66% vs 73.12% on the test set). These results show the advantages of the proposed ELM. After replacing the learned edge weights with the ground-truth edge weights (KGR w/ GT), we get 73.24% and 38.08% w.r.t value metric and value-all metrics on test set, which outperforms our KGR (73.12% and 37.85%). It shows the quality of learned edges is similar to the ground truth of knowledge, which demonstrates the reasonable of our design.

To construct our global knowledge pool, We follow the same statistical rules in [1] to count the correlation of the most frequent 2,000 noun categories in the full imSitu dataset [2] including train, val and test data. This knowledge pool is only used as supervised label during the training.

---

**Fig. 4:** The 2D visualization of the noun-level feature by the t-SNE method [25]. The categories shared with the similar correlation are closed to each other. This verifies that our KGR can learn the corresponding knowledge.

**TABLE 2:** Ablation study on the development and test set. The KGR w/o $\mathcal{L}(f, W_{K}, K)$ means training the KGR without global knowledge supervision. The ELM means the edge learning module. We replace the learned edges with the ground-truth edges, which is denoted as KGR w/ GT. KGR† indicates replacing ELM with sub-graph that is queried from knowledge graph pool built by pure train data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>value</th>
<th>value-all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KGR w/ GT</td>
<td>73.57</td>
<td>38.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGR</td>
<td>73.52</td>
<td>38.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGR†</td>
<td>73.27</td>
<td>38.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGR*</td>
<td>72.57</td>
<td>37.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGR w/o $\mathcal{L}(f, W_{K}, K)$</td>
<td>73.16</td>
<td>37.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGR w/o ELM</td>
<td>72.99</td>
<td>37.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (GGNN)</td>
<td>70.60</td>
<td>34.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>value</th>
<th>value-all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KGR w/ GT</td>
<td>73.24</td>
<td>38.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGR</td>
<td>73.12</td>
<td>37.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGR†</td>
<td>73.00</td>
<td>37.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGR*</td>
<td>72.26</td>
<td>36.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGR w/o $\mathcal{L}(f, W_{K}, K)$</td>
<td>72.82</td>
<td>37.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGR w/o ELM</td>
<td>72.66</td>
<td>37.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (GGNN)</td>
<td>70.21</td>
<td>34.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We do not use the knowledge edge as input or supervision during the validation and test. To get rid of the effect of correlation from test and val data, we rebuild our knowledge pool by only using train data. Then we train our model on the reconstructed knowledge pool, and test it on val and test set, which is marked as KGR1 in TABLE 2. Without using the data from test and val data to build the global knowledge pool, our model meets slight performance decrease (73.27% on dev set and 73.00% on test set). While the KGR1 still performs better than the baseline (GGNN) on dev set and test set over all metrics. Hence, the key gain of our model comes from the human experience simulation using statistical information about noun categories rather than using test and dev data to build the graph knowledge pool.

To further explore the effect of pre-computed knowledge pool constructed by pure train data, we have conducted additional experiments to replace the ELM with the subgraph that is queried from pre-computed graph knowledge pool constructed by train data during testing, which is indicated as KGR2 in TABLE 2. After replacing the ELM with the pre-computed graph weights (KGR2), we get 72.26% and 36.81% w.r.t value metric and value-all metrics on test set, which underperforms our KGR1 (73.00% and 37.67%). It can demonstrate our ELM can achieve better generalization than directly querying pre-computed graph from train set.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness and generalization of our knowledge graph, we have done more ablation studies as shown in TABLE 3 to analyze the superior performance of our action-aware knowledge graph. We execute the action-aware knowledge graph on the several state-of-the-art methods to further verify our knowledge graph routing mechanism. We analyze the effect of action-aware knowledge graph on TDA [10] framework. The action-aware knowledge graph can significantly promote the TDA by 4.73% accuracy (value) and 7.20% accuracy (value-all) on development set, 4.48% (value) and 6.97% (value-all) on test set, respectively. Moreover, as can be seen in TABLE 3, the action-aware graph is apparently to boost the development accuracy by around 3.88% (value) and 6.52% (value-all) from the CAQ [10]. On the test set, our action-aware graph can also outperform the CAQ by 3.45% value accuracy and 5.62% value-all accuracy. The proposed graphs collaborated with GGNN [1] are evaluated on development set and test set, which gets great scores on overall metrics as validating the availability of the graphs. In conclusion, our proposed knowledge graph routing mechanism can be inserted seamlessly into any situation recognizing pipeline to remarkably improve their performance by incorporating external commonsense knowledge into the neural networks.

### 4.5 Knowledge Pool Transfer Learning

In this section, we want to test our KGR on another dataset using zero-shot setting to show transfer ability of our knowledge pool. However, there is no other same dataset like imSitu to support situation recognition. Hence, we decide to construct a dataset. Firstly, we find an action recognition dataset named Stanford Action40 [26]. Then we randomly select images from its test set that have same action categories with imSitu dataset. There are seven action categories existing in two datasets (Stanford Action40 and imSitu), including drinking, gardening, cooking, applauding, phoning, running and fishing. We randomly collect 15 images for each category. Next, we label such 105 images with noun categories by using the imSitu tool†. We call our constructed dataset as Action40-105. Then we test our KGR and our baseline (GGNN) on the Action40-105, which results are shown in TABLE 4. As we can see, our KGR outperforms GGNN by 6.51% (57.94% vs 51.43%) on Action40-105. It verifies our KGR indeed learns some general high-level knowledge. It also demonstrates the effectiveness and superior transfer ability of our knowledge pool.

Although our KGR performs better than GGNN on another dataset under zero-shot setting, we wonder the gap between imSitu and other dataset. For fair comparison, we also randomly choose 105 images for seven categories (15 images per category) from imSitu test set, which constructs a subset indicated as imSitu-105. Then we test KGR and GGNN on imSitu-105, and compare their results with Action40-105’s test results. We find there is a gap (16.43%, 74.37%→57.94%) between two datasets. One of the possible reasons is that our KGR trained on imSitu rather than Action40. Compared with our KGR, the GGNN has bigger gap with 21.27% (73.00%→51.43%). It means our knowledge pool can help network to effectively narrow the gap between two different dataset even though there are some data bias. Without our knowledge pool, the GGNN cannot support data bias well and exists bigger gap.

We also some some visualization comparison between GGNN and our KGR on another dataset (Action40-105) in Fig. 5. In the first example, our KGR can well recognize “spoon” and “pot” in the “Cooking” activity. While GGNN cannot recognize any tools related with “Cooking”. In the second example, based on the “Gardening” action, our KGR infers the place with “Garden”, and recognizes the “Shovel” that usually connects with Garden in our knowledge pool. The GGNN predicts ambiguity place (i.e., outdoors) rather than a precise place (e.g., garden). Hence, our KGR can transfer to another dataset and remains learned knowledge.

The KGR in TABLE 3: Ablation study on development and test set. The upper right number means the improvement benefited from the graph. K^A means the action-guided knowledge graph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>value</th>
<th>value-all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDA</td>
<td>66.30</td>
<td>27.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDA + K^A</td>
<td>71.03</td>
<td>34.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAQ</td>
<td>67.22</td>
<td>28.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAQ + K^A</td>
<td>71.10</td>
<td>34.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGNN</td>
<td>70.60</td>
<td>34.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGNN + K^A</td>
<td>73.52</td>
<td>38.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† http://imsitu.org/browse/
4.6 Analysis of the Long-tailed Problem

To understand how KGR alleviates the long-tailed distribution problem, we apply KGR on different frequent noun classes and compare the accuracy between the high-frequency nouns and the low-frequency nouns. As shown in TABLE 5, our method achieves the best mean accuracy across noun classes. Specifically, we estimate the generalization of the long-tailed data by evaluating the model on the data with different frequency classes rather than the samples. We test our KGR on samples of the top-10 most frequent categories of nouns. Our method achieves 58.51% and 58.13% in top-1 accuracy on the development and test sets, respectively. This is slightly lower than TDA (61.85%) and CAQ (61.12%). However, on the samples of the less frequent categories (denoted as “rest”), TDA and CAQ both suffer from a substantial performance drop (decreasing to 31.26% and 33.12%) due to the long-tailed distribution problem.

In contrast, our method can effectively ease the influence of the uneven data distribution and achieves 43.37% and 42.95% on the development and test sets, respectively.

We find that current sample-based metrics are dominated by the performance of the most frequent noun classes. As shown in Fig. 6 (a), methods such as TDA and CAQ perform well on the top-10 most frequent noun categories, but perform poorly on the other less frequent classes. As such, we compare our KGR with the baseline model on the top-20 most frequent noun classes (e.g. Fig. 6 (c)) and the top-20 low-frequency noun classes randomly extracted from other less frequent categories (e.g. Fig. 6 (b)). Our KGR performs comparably on the high-frequency classes in Fig. 6 (c), and achieves better results for those less frequent noun classes like “lizard” and “rake” compared to other methods.

Furthermore, we show some qualitative results in Fig. 7 to analyze how the external knowledge helps the long-tailed problem. At the first example, the GGNN can not predict the right place, while our KGR recognizes the precise “Shower” place thanks to the model weights that learned from global knowledge pool can connect “shower” with “shampoo”. The “Shower” belongs to low-frequent noun classes in imSitu dataset. Besides, at the second example, our KGR can predict the “Gas Tank” rather than “Car”. Because “gas tank” has strong connection with “gasonline”, “storage”, “gas pump” and “gasonline station” in global knowledge pool. This can further demonstrate our KGR can store the knowledge into model’s weights and transfer to test set to help the long-tailed problem.

We provide more metrics in TABLE 6 to show that our method significantly outperforms others on rare categories in both precision and recall. We also compare the parameter efficiency and computational efficiency of the models. Our model has slightly more parameters and FLOPs than TDA and GGNN, and less parameters and FLOPs than CAQ, while achieving significantly better performance on rare categories. These results support the claim that our KGR alleviates the long-tailed distribution problem of noun prediction and improves the prediction of rare categories.

4.7 Statistic Distribution for Long-tailed Problem.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of knowledge, we analyze the difference between the distributions of the top 100 frequent noun classes and top 100 frequent noun-level relationships in the imSitu [2] dataset. As exhibited in Fig. 8 (a), we show the statistic results of high-frequency noun classes, which is a long-tailed distribution where rare categories have few samples. The long-tailed problem leads the model trained by a data-driven way with pure class-level supervision to wrongly predict rare classes as high-frequency classes. To mitigate the influence from the long-tailed problem, we introduce the external knowledge supervision, which can be extracted by statistical relationship. As shown in Fig. 8 (b), we analyze the distribution of noun relationships in the dataset. Different from the distribution of top 100 frequent noun classes as shown in Fig. 8 (a), the different frequency between each pair-wise relationship is very small (roughly 0.17). To some extent, the distribution of pair-wise relationship is relatively balanced. Therefore, the rare classes can be benefited from more frequent ones by using such balanced distribution. For instance, the “football player” and “student” are rare categories where have few samples in the dataset. However, the relationships such as “football player” and “football”, “student” and “teacher” are high-frequency relations in imSitu dataset. Hence, the rare classes can be benefited from more frequent ones by bridging structured pair-wise relation knowledge between classes. We subtly utilize such intrinsic characteristic of the relationships as external knowledge to solve the long-tailed distribution problem.
TABLE 5: Quantitative comparison w.r.t top-1 accuracy metric of the noun classes with different frequencies. The top-10 means the samples of top 10 most frequent categories of nouns. The rest indicates the samples of the rest less frequent categories. Similar meanings for top-20 and top-50. The average classes means the top-1 accuracy for each noun class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>top-10 classes (top-10/rest)</th>
<th>top-20 classes (top-20/rest)</th>
<th>top-50 classes (top-50/rest)</th>
<th>average classes (mean)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dev</td>
<td>TDA† [10]</td>
<td>61.69/31.27</td>
<td>58.78/28.22</td>
<td>58.62/22.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAQ† [10]</td>
<td>61.07/33.07</td>
<td>59.34/30.23</td>
<td>58.60/24.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GGNN† [1]</td>
<td>57.48/40.68</td>
<td>56.13/39.31</td>
<td>55.31/36.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KGR</td>
<td>58.48/43.37</td>
<td>57.26/42.15</td>
<td>56.66/39.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test</td>
<td>TDA† [10]</td>
<td>61.85/31.26</td>
<td>59.34/28.79</td>
<td>58.44/22.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAQ† [10]</td>
<td>61.12/33.12</td>
<td>58.82/30.86</td>
<td>58.44/24.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GGNN† [1]</td>
<td>57.41/40.42</td>
<td>55.62/39.48</td>
<td>55.12/36.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KGR</td>
<td>58.51/42.95</td>
<td>56.85/42.11</td>
<td>56.53/39.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: (a) The results of comparison between our KGR and the other approaches on the top 10 most frequent noun classes and the rest less frequent categories. (b) Comparison between our model and our baseline on the data of the extracted low-frequent noun classes. (c) Comparison between our KGR and the baseline on the data of high-frequent noun classes. Please zoom in the colored PDF version of this paper for more details.

Table 6: Analysis of the average precision (P), recall (R), parameters and flops. The rare-10 means the top 10 rarest categories of nouns. Similar meaning for rare-20, rare-50 and rare-100. The All means the results over all nouns. The GFLOPs is computed by using the fvcore tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TDA (P/R)</th>
<th>CAQ (P/R)</th>
<th>GGNN (P/R)</th>
<th>KGR (P/R)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rare-10</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
<td>0.07/0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rare-20</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
<td>0.04/0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rare-50</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
<td>0.02/0.02</td>
<td>0.04/0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rare-100</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
<td>0.02/0.02</td>
<td>0.05/0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.06/0.07</td>
<td>0.07/0.08</td>
<td>0.21/0.19</td>
<td>0.26/0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Params (M)</td>
<td>43.74</td>
<td>93.77</td>
<td>35.71</td>
<td>51.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFLOPs</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.8 Feature Analysis for Different Knowledge

To better understand the underlying feature representations that our knowledge graph routed network actually learns for graph reasoning, we record the output from the node evolution module and its corresponding real labels from each noun category of 1000 imSitu [2] images. Then we take average according to the labels and use the t-SNE [25] clustering method to visualize them as shown in Fig. 9. Note that if the features of some classes are closed to each other, the edges between those closed classes are more likely to be activated. As shown in Fig. 9 (a), the “woman” and “sewing machine” are closed to each other due to the similar action attribute “sewing”. The man named “factory” can be connected with the “wrench” in the industry by using the commonsense knowledge, although the “factory” and “wrench” have different attributes. Similarly, the noun-level
Fig. 8: (a) The distribution of the top 100 frequent noun classes on the imSitu dataset [2]. This distribution suffers from severe long-tailed problem due to a huge different number between the highest frequent classes and lowest frequent classes such as above 47,000 quantities. The long-tailed problem leads the model trained by a data-driven way with pure class-level supervision to wrongly predict rare classes as high-frequency classes. (b) The distribution of the top 100 frequent noun relationships of action-aware graph on the imSitu dataset [2]. Different from (a), the different frequency between each pair-wise relationship is very small (roughly 0.17). Hence, the rare classes can be benefited from more frequent ones by bridging structured pair-wise relation knowledge between classes.

class called “woman” has action-aware relationship in the kitchen such as “using knife and glass” for cooking. In Fig. 9 (b), the “sheep” and “cow pen” occur frequently in many scenes so that their features are closed to each other. Besides, the “construction worker” often goes to the “outdoors” for cutting the “wood”. The “bulldozer” and “crane” often show up together for building a house. Benefiting from the explicit knowledge supervision, our model can be benefited from incorporating external graph knowledge to better discriminate the features of different noun classes from a global perspective.

4.9 Interpretability of the Learned Graph

In Fig. 10, we visualize the edge weights generated by the baseline (GGNN [1]) and our ELM trained with action-guided pairwise knowledge. The edge values generated by the GGNN tend to be very similar, which fail to represent the global relations between nouns. Since the GGNN predicts graph edges based on local image features without any global reasoning, it fails to build the relationship among the “bride”, “groom”, “wedding” and “unveiling” (Fig. 10 (b)). Hence, the baseline model can not precisely predicts the “man” as “groom” due to the global relationship absence. Furthermore, our methods can correctly predict the example in Fig. 10 (a) by distinguishing the “Teacher”. Since the “teacher” and “student” is highly co-occurrence in normal situations, our proposed knowledge-aware global reasoning method benefits from such global co-occurence to bridge the “student” and “teacher” in a lecturing situation. However, the purely data-driven baseline wrongly predict the “teacher” as “man” for lacking of global knowledge.

In Fig. 10 (d), we can see that our method can successfully connect the noun-wise correlation among the “baseball”, “ball filed” and “ballplayer” to better predict the noun value (i.e. Ballplayer) of the agent role, which can further help to refine the ambiguous noun prediction. By taking a look at the instance in Fig. 10 (c), the baseline only predict the apparent noun like “man” and “kitchen” in the “cooking” situation. Different from the baseline, thanks to the global relationship, our method can predict the “knife” and “chopping board”, “chief” and “kitchen” in the “cooking” situation. In a conclusion, the precise prediction of our action-guided pairwise graph thanks to the proposed edge learning module (ELM) with a customized pairwise knowledge pool. Compared with the GGNN graph, our ELM can generate a more reasonable action-guided pairwise graph. This further demonstrates that our ELM can refine ambiguous noun features by learning more accurate relationships.

5 CONCLUSION

We propose a knowledge-aware global reasoning (KGR) network to distill our explicit-globally knowledge for improving the situation recognition task. The distillation way is executed by our edge learning module cooperated with our node evolution module. Both of them are optimized by two objective functions in an end-to-end training mechanism. Our KGR achieves state-of-the-art performance as well as addresses the long-tailed problem of noun classification.
Fig. 9: The 2D visualization of noun-level feature by t-SNE method [25]. (a) and (b) are the two examples for the output features of the node evolution module. The right regions are enlarged in left panels. The categories shared with the similar knowledge are closed to each other. This verifies that our knowledge variants learn the corresponding knowledge. Please zoom in the colored PDF version of this paper for more details.
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Fig. 10: Visualization of the learned graph between the baseline (blue matrix) and our method (orange matrix). We compare different graphs to show the superior performance of our action-guided pairwise graph generated by our ELM. Our method can predict more precise noun values (e.g., Man vs Teacher, Man vs Groom, Man vs Chief, Man vs Ballplayer).
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